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A sequence of jobs is to be processed by a series of servers. The lengths of successive jobs are 
independent random variables, and the service time of a given job is the same at each server anti 
equal to the job's length. There is no storage space available between servers, and so biockages 
may arise. This paper investigates the effect of reordering the sequence of jobs on the th~ oughput 
of the system. 
series of queues * job shop * communication network * extreme values 
1. Introduction 
An infinite sequence of jobs is to be processed by a series of servers, located ar 
n nodes (Figure 1). There is no storage space available between servers: if a job 
completes service at node i (i = 1, 2, . . . .  n - 1) while a job is present at node i + 1 ~ 
the job at node i must wait there until node i + 1 becomes empty. The service time 
of a particular job is the same at each of the n servers, and is ca2ed the job's iet~gth. 
The lengths of different jobs are independent positive random variables with common 
distribution F and unit mean. In [6] the throughput was defined as the limiting rate 
at which jobs pass through the system, and it was shown, for example, that if the 
distribution F is exponential then the throughput is approximately (log n) -t. More 
generally, the decay of throughput wi:h series length was related to the tail behaviour 
of F. This is intuitively reasonable: since jobs cannot overtake one another we 
expect hroughput to be greatly influenced by the occasional long job blocking the 
passage of following jobs, and the tail of F provides information on the frequency 
and length of long jobs. This rea~,oning suggests that throughput might be improved 
by reordering the input sequence of jobs so that consecutive jobs are closer in 
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Fig. 1, Series of servers. 
length. In Section 2 of this paper we obtain bounds for the throughput of the system 
when jobs are reordered in blocks of size m. As an example, these bounds show 
that when the jobs within each block are arranged in increasing order of length and 
when F is exponential then to achieve a throughput of fl c (0, 1) it is necessary that 
series length ,, and block size m bear the approximate relation f in= 
!1-/3)re(log m)t .  When alternate blocks are arranged in decreasing order the 
required block size m for given n, F and/~ is approximately halved. In Section 3 
of this paper we determine, for general F, the rate at which the block size m should 
grow, as a function of n, to ensure that throughput does not decline to zero. 
An alternative tactic by which throughput can be improved is to allow the :nput 
sequence of jobs to pass in its original order through the n nodes, but to introduce 
storage space for up to B .jobs in front of node i, for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Results in [6] 
determine the rate at which B should grow, as a function of n, to ensure that 
throughput does not decline to zero. The interesting conclusion reached in Section 
3 is that the rate of growth required of the block size m is the same as that required 
of the total storage space nB under this alternative tactic. This was noted in [6] for 
certain distributions F; here it is established for general F. 
The study of systems uch as the series of servers illustrated in Figure 1 was 
originall) motivated by attempts to model production line processes, and sub- 
sequently by the growing importance of data communication networks. Altiok [ 1 ] 
and Calo [3] are two recent papers providing an introduction to these areas of 
application and a review of the field. It is common in previous work for authors to 
assume either infinite storage between nodes, or independent service times for a 
given job at different nodes; recent exceptions are the work of Dattatreya [4] on 
reversing the order of nonidentical service stations, and of Boxma [2] on two nodes 
in series. By concentrating on one aspect of system performance, throughput, and 
looking for asymptotic haracterizations a  the s ~ "" " ,etles length increases we are able 
to  obtain explicit analytical results for a system involving both blocking and fixed 
job lengths. 
2. The effect of reordering 
Let X, .X . . . . .  be a sequence of independent positive random variables with 
conunon distribution F havinu, unit mean. We interpret X, as the lem.qh of the jth 
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job in the input sequence, and hence the service time of this job at each of the n 
servers. Suppose now that the input sequence is reordered in blocks of size m so 
that within each block jobs are arranged in increasing order of length. The lengths 
of jobs in the new input sequence are thus Y~, Y2,. . .  where for r = 0, 1 . . . .  the 
random variables Y,,,,-,~, Y,,,,+2 . . . .  , Yt,*~m are the random variables 
X,,,+~, X,, , .2 . . . .  , X~,÷~,, arranged in increasing order. 
Consider the behaviour of the series of servers illustrated in Figure 1 when 
presented with the input sequence Y~, 1f2 . . . . .  Suppose that at time t = 0 the system 
begins operation with nodes 2, 3 . . . . .  n empty and the first job of the input sequence, 
with service time Yt, just entering node 1. Let N, be the number of jobs which 
have left node 1 by time t, and let Zj be the time at which the jth job in the input 
sequence leaves node !. Define the throughput of the system to be 
[3(m, n, F) = lim ~=EN' lim N, a.s. 
=l im / J ~ ~ = lim a.s. 
(2.1) 
where the existence and equahty of these limits follow from a routine application 
of subadditive rgodic theory ([5], cf. [6, Proposition 2.1]) to the (superadditive) 
process (Z,,, r~ > 1). It will be convenient to use the symbol f l (m, n. F) as a label 
for the system itself, as well as for the numerical value of the system's throughout. 
The key to the analysis of the series of servers illustrated in Figure 1 is the 
obser cation that however the input sequence Y~, Y_, . . . .  is constructed, the time a 
job ~tits at the front of the input queue before being accepted by node 1 is simply 
the n.aximum of the preceding n job lengths; that is, for j ~ n, 
(2.2) Z, -Z j  ,=max{Yp Yj , . . . . .  Yi ,,~,}- 
To illustrate the usefulness of this observation, consider the system/3(1, n, F). The 
input sequence to this system is just the independent identically distributed sequence 
X~. X .  . . . . .  and so 
EZ, -EZ j  ~ = Mtn ,  F) 
where wc detine 
Mtn,  F) = E[max{X~, X: . . . . . .  ¥,,}]= f "  
31 I 
Thus 
f l ( l ,  n, F) = M(n,  F~ ~, 
a result obtained in [6]. As an example, if 
F(x )= l -e  -~, x>~O, 
[1 -F (x ) " ]dx .  
(2.3) 
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then 
~(1,  n ,F )  = ---(log n) - '  
/=1 
When we consider a larger block size m the first point to notice is that the throughput 
/3 (m, n, F )  may not be increased. For example, if m = n then, for j = 0, 1, . . . .  m - 1, 
Z,,,~+j-Z.,,,+i_1 =max{Y. .÷.  Y.,,,} >~ Y,,.. 
But 
and so 
EY, , ,=M(m,F) ,  
3(n, n.F)~</3(l ,  n, F) 
with equality only if job lengths are all equal or if n = 1. However, when m is large 
relative to n throughput is improved by reordering, as the following bounds show. 
Proposition 2.1. For m >~ n, 
IH IH 
<~ 3(m,  n, F)  <~ 
m+(n-  l )M(m,  F) m+(n-  l ) (M(m,  F ) -  1)  
Proof. For r ~ I. 
Now 
and 
,, i ~2 
Z, . , . , , -Z , , , ,=  ~" max{T~,,,,i, Y.,,}+ Y.,,,,. ,. ,. (2.4) 
j~: l  I : t ,  
~;,,, ~ max{ Y.,, +i, 
Thus 
Y.,,.,+ 
m + n - 1 ~< Y,,,,, o 
/ a 
(2.51 
( tz - 1 )M(  m,  F )  + m - n + 1 "-~ E(Z~, ,  ~,,,~ -- Z,, , ,  ) "~ ( n - I )M(  m,  I-:l + m,  
leading to the desired result. 
The following coroliary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1. 
Corol lary 2.2. I f  n = n(m)  is chosen so ttlat 
I - -  ~ ?H 
M( m, F) (2.61 
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for fl ~ (0, 1) then 
lira /3(m, n,F)=/3. 
The approximations suggested by the form (2.6) can be quite accurate for 
moderate values of m and n. Consider, for example, the approximation 
/3n -~ ( 1 - /3 ) re ( log  m) - i  (2.7) 
when F has the exponential distribution (2.3). For this distribution 
i I 
E(Y,,, , ,)= E j= l  2 . . . . .  'n, 
,=1 m- i+ l "  
and so the bound {2.5) can be replaced by an exact expression. The resulting tighter 
bounds on throughput show that/3(36, 10, F) e. (0.489, 0.499). The relation (2.7) 
gives, for n = 10, m = 36, the approximate value/3 = 0.501. 
When the distribution F allows a manageable asymptotic form for M(m, F) it is 
possible to rewrite condition (2.6) as a requirement on m rather than n. We give 
two examples. 
Example 1. Suppose that 
I - F (x~ax " as x--,oe 
where p > 1. Then 
M(m, F) = {I -[1 - (a+o( l ) )x  "]"} dx 
) 
where o( 1 ) is an expression which tends to zero as x tends to infinity. The substitution 
x = m ~'"z and dominated convergence imply (cf. [8]) that 
Mlm, Fl"-km 1Iv asm- ,~ 
where 
k = {! -exp( -az  ")} dz. 
! 
Thus condition (2.6) is equivalent to the requirement that m = re(n) be chosen so 
that 
m \1 - ,81  as n .x. (2.8) 
Example 2. Suppose that 
- Iog[ l -F(x)]~ax" as x - ,~ .  
This is an important class of distributions. It includes the exponential distribution 
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(2.3), with a =p = 1; also distributions such as those of max{X, 0} or IX] where X 
is normally distributed (if the mean/.t  and variance o .2 of the normal distribuUon 
are chosen so that job lengths have unit mean then a--~,o. - and p = 2). For this 
class of distributions it can be shown that 
M(m,  F )  ~ a-  l ie(log m) tip as m--} o0 
(cf. [8]) and so condition (2.6) is equivalent to 
m~f l (1 -~) - 'a - i / 'n ( logn)  I/" ash+00.  (2.9) 
It is a simple consequence of relation (2.2) that the throughput when jobs within 
each block are arranged in decreasing order is the same as the throughput when 
jobs within each block are arranged in increasing order. However we might expect 
some increase in throughput if the ordering of successive blocks alternates, with 
jobs in block r arranged in increasing order for r odd and cecreasing order for r 
even. Let Yt, Y, . . . .  be the input sequence corresponding to this arrangement, and 
let y(m, n, F) be the throughput that results, defined analogously to (2.1). 
Proposition 2.3. For m >! n. 
2 m 
<< 3,( hi, n. F)  <~ 
2m +(n-  l )M(2m.  F1 
2m 
2m + (n - 1)( M(2m, F ) -  !)" 
Proof. Consider the time taken to input two successive blocks, the first decreasing. 
For s > l, 
tl I #)I 
Z,,_,~._),,,-Z. . .. = v maxlY. ..... ,, y.,,,,}+ v {y_. ..... , ,,.,} 
/=1  I ' : ) l  
But 
m + tt ] 2 t) l  
" 12,1111 + -x" max{ Y,_,,,,, ,. 1< 2,,,, ~, ,,, | } + .,.x" y._,,,,+,. 
I ,tit 4 I j' i l l  4 t)  
/:'[max{ Ye,,,,, t, Y_~ .... }] = Mi2m, F) 
and so. taking expectations. 
(n  - 1 )31(2m.  F ' )+(2m-  n + 1) ~ U(Z , : , , _ . , , , , -  Z . , . , )  
---t n -  I )M(2m. I.') -+ 2m. 
The desired result follows. 
Corollary 2.4. I/ n = u{nz) is chosen so that 
1 - -y  2m 
t l  ~ aS  t t l  --} ~"  
y M(2m, F) 
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[or y ~ (0, 1) then 
l im 3'(m, n, F )  = 3'. 
Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 establish that alternation of order has approxi- 
mately the same effect as doubling the block size m. Closer inspection of equations 
(2.4) and (2.10) yields that alternation has at least this effect: that, for m I> n, 
7(m, n, F) >~ fl(2m, n, F). 
The reordering of the input sequence could be achieved by having a sorting buffer 
of size m in front of the system, ,~hich accepts m jobs from the input sequence, 
inputs them to the system in the appropriate order, and then accepts the next block 
of m jobs. An obvious amendment to this mode of operation is to allow the buffer 
to accept a new job from the input sequence after it inputs a job to the system, and 
to include the new job in its current run provided the length of the new job allows 
this: if the current run is increasing the new job can be included provided it is at 
least as long as the job just input to the system. We would expect his method of 
reordering jobs, called replacement selection, to be more efficient since the runs 
produced by a buffer of size m are longer. Replacemen, selection has been exten- 
sively investigated by Knuth [7], and it is perhaps worth noting briefly some of the 
deductions which can be made. If all runs are increasing then in steady state the 
expected number of jobs in a run is 2m ([7, Exercise 5.4.1.24g]) and it can be 
deduced from [7, p. 261 and Exercise 5.4.1.24d] that the expected maximum length 
of a job in a run is M(2m, F). If/3a(m, n, F) denotes the throughput of the system 
then Corollary 2.4 remains true with 3'(m, n, F) replaced by//Rt m, n, F). Consider 
next the throughput 3'g(m, n, F) when replacement selection is used to produce 
runs which are alternately increasing and decreasing. In steady state an adjacent 
pair of runs, the first increasing, the next decreasing, contain 3m jobs in expectation, 
and the expected maximum job length is M(3m, F). From this it-follows that if 
n -- n(m) is chosen so that 
I - 3' 3m 
I I  " "  - -  as  t?l -.* oc 
3" M(3m, F) 
for yc  (0, !), then 
lim 3'|~(m, n, F)= 3'. 
al o~ 
Compared to the system/3(m, n,/-) the bulfer size m has been effectively tripled. 
3. Asymptotic grrwlh of block s ize 
We have seen how for certai, classes of distribution the a,,ymptotic relation ',2.6) 
can be inverted to give a requi:ement on the rate of growth of m as a function of 
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n. In this section we carry out this inversion more generally. For an arbitrary 
distribution F we are unable to obtain results as precise as relations (2.8) and (2.9), 
but we are able to find the rate of growth required of m as a function of n in order 
to prevent he throughput/3 (m, n, F) from declining to zero. 
Lemma 3.1. For a fixed distribution F the function m- IM(m,  F) is decreasing in m. 
Proof. M(m, F) = ~o mxF( x) m-1 dF(x). Hence m-I M(m,  F) is a decreasing func- 
tion of m, and a strictly decreasing function unless the distribution/- is degenerate. 
For an arbitrary distribution F with unit mean define 
r l (m,F)=inf  K: K xdF(x)=-t-nn 
and 
~(m,F)=in f  K" K -I xdF(x)<~ . 
K 
Lemma 3.2. 
,~(rn, F )~M(m,  F)~ 4.~(m, F )+2.  
Proof. This result is a refinement of Proposition 5.5 of [6], and is proved by the 
same means. In the notation of [6], 
[2~'(m,F)+ 1] ' l  ~< •(rn, 2, F)~3~(m,  F) l ,  
from the proof of Proposition 5.5 of [6]. But 
[2M(m, F)] 1 ~<)t(m, 2, F)<~ 2M(m, F) -i 
from the proof of Theorem 4.3 of [6]. The desired result follows. 
The bounds in Lemma 3.2 are certainly crude, but it is interesting that such 
universal bounds exist, valid for all m ~ 1 and all distributions F with unit mean. 
Lemma 3.2. ~(m,rl(m. F), F )= r/(m, F). 
Proof. Note that since the distribution function F(x) is right continuous, the integral 
" i  
JK x dF(x) is a right-continuous function of K. Suppose that 
~( mr/( m, F), F) ~ K. (3.1) 
]his is equivalent to 
K I xdF ix )~[mr l (m,F ) ]  i (3.2) 
K 
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Hence either 
or  
L :x  dF(x) ~< 
1 
m (3.3) 
~(m,F)~K.  (3.4) 
But (3.3) is equivalent to (3.4), and so (3.1) implies (3.4). Conversely suppose that 
(3.4) holds. Then (3.4) and (3.3) together imply (3.2) and so (3.4) implies (3.1). 
Thus (3.1) and (3.4) are equivalent, establishing the lemma. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that m >~ n Then 
m>t cml(cn, F )~f l (m,  n+ 1, F)>~ c/ (c+8) ,  
m <- cmq(cn, F)=~fl(m, n + 1, F) ~< 6c. 
Proo|. Since ~'(m, F) ~ ,_ for all m ~ 1, we can deduce from Lemma 3.2 that 
~,~'(m, F)<~ M(m,  F)<~ 8sr(m, F). (3.5) 
Suppose that 
m >I cnn(rn, F). 
Then, from Lemma 3.1, inequality (3.5) and Lemma 3.3, 
m ~M(m, F )~ [cnrt(cn, F)]- ~M(cnrl(cn, F), F) 
8[cnrl(cn, F)] 'g(cnrl(cn, F), F) ~< 8(cn) I 
The first part of the theorem now follows from Proposition 2.1. 
Conversely, if 
m <- cnrl(cn, F) 
then 
m 1M(m, F) >~[cml(cn, F)] IM(cn'l(cn, F), F) 
>~ [6cnrl( cn, F) ] ' ~ ( cnrl( cn, F), F) ~ (6cn) 
and so the second part of the theor:m fl,llows from Proposition 2.1. 
An immediatc consequence of Theorem 3.4 is the following corollary, which 
shows that the block size m must grow at least as quickly as cnrl(cn, F), for some 
c> 0, if the throughput/3(m, n F) is to be bounded away from zero. 
Corollary 3.5. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) : i c>0 such that m(n)>~ cnrl(cn, F) for all n; 
(ii) 3d > 0 such that f l (m(n),  n, F) ~ d ]'or all n. 
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In [6] it was shown that if the input sequence of jobs passes in its original order 
through the n nodes, but there is storage space for up to B jobs in front of nodes 
i, for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, then the resulting throughput ,~. (n, B, F) can be bounded away 
from zero as n increases by sufficiently increasing the storage space B. Corollaries 
5.2 and 5.4 of [6] together establish the following result. 
Proposition 3.6. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ::lc > 0 such that B(n) >~ cl?(cn, F) for all n; 
(ii) ::id > 0 such that A(n,B(n), F) >~ d for all n. 
Thus the total storage space nB must grow at least as quickly as cml(cn, F), for 
some c > 0, if the througl~put A (n, B, F) is to be bounded away from zero. Comparing 
this result with Corollary.~3_.5 we see that to bound throughput away from zero the 
condition on the total storage space nB for the system A(n, B, F) is the same as 
that on the block size m for the system fl(m, n, F). 
In this section we have concentrated onthe system/3 (m, n, F). It is straightforward 
to obtain a version of Theorem 3.4 for the systein y(m, n, F), by using Proposition 
2.3 rather than Proposition 2.1 in the course of the proof. Corollary 3.5 can be 
shown to hold for the systems y(m, n, F), IJa(m, n, F) and yR(m,  n, F), and for the 
generalizations of these systems in which there is a fixed storage space B in front 
of each server (cf. [6], Section 4). 
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